Ryarsh Primary School

RYARSH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Oliver
Lion Class

We are really pleased to be giving this award to Oliver. Oliver is a very valued and popular member of our class.
Oliver has had a super start to Year 3 and has really knuckled down and tried extremely hard in
all areas of the curriculum. Due to the copious amount of effort put in, tremendous learning has
happened! Oliver always works with such enthusiasm and his growth mindset has allowed Oliver
to push himself even when learning is a little tricky!
Oliver’s handwriting has improved and he has even earned his pen licence. He takes a lot of pride
in the presentation of his work, which is really appreciated as I love neat work. :)

His reading is improving so much, and his English is also a pleasure to read, and he continues to
do well in his Maths. Oliver has been working hard on his writing and has recently produced
some great pieces of independent work. It is lovely to see Oliver bounding into class in the morning, asking what we will be learning, being so enthusiastic and being so engaged and focused
throughout the day. He gets very excited about the Stone Age and always does that little extra!
Oliver is a very helpful member of the class who is kind and thoughtful. It has been lovely to see
Oliver helping his peers during PE sessions. Oliver is brilliant at PE and is thoughtful to others
who need that little extra help!
Please keep up the hard work Oliver; we would love you to carry on making massive improvements in your learning. Mrs Jennings and I are so proud of your positive attitude, effort and consistency this term Oliver.

Keep up the good work and believe in yourself.

Signed - Class teachers

